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ABSTRACT 
Let ~ be a conjugate-homogeneous reflector on a vector space V (over R or C) 
with ~.~ a pointed cone contained in spec,~(V). A mapping on V X V whose range is 
contained in ~ which generalizes the usual inner product properties is called a 
vectorial inner product. A certain family of these vectorial inner products on matrices 
(which we call matricial inner products) is used to generate a set of pointed cones in 
the ambient space of hermitian-preserving l ear transformations. Some basic results 
on these cones [including ~'(PSD), ~r(PSD)*, and ~'.~] and on the partial orders that 
they induce are given. © Elsevier Science Inc., 1997 
1. PREL IMINARIES 
Let V be a vector space. An additive, involutory [o '2 (x )= x for all 
x ~ V ] function or : V ~ V is said to be a reflector on V. If the scalar field 
of V has characteristic not equal to 2, we define a function on V by 
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7[x + ~(x)]; the range of spe% is called the speculum of V spec~(x) := 1 
with respect o a (cf. [22]). 
For a real or complex vector space V, a subset K of V is said to be a 
cone iff x, y ~ K, a >__ 0 implies that ax  + y ~ K. A cone K is said to be 
pointed iff K N ( -K )  = {0}. A pointed cone K naturally induces a partial 
order onV by x ~y  iff y ~x  iff y -x  ~K.  
Let M n denote the complex space of n by n matrices, with H, and PSD 
its subsets of hermitian and positive semidefinite matrices, respectively, and 
L(M n) the space of all linear transformations on M,,. For A ~ M n, let 
A =,,~(A) +~(A)  be the Toeplitz (cartesian) decomposition of A, where 
~g(A), iSa(A) ~ n. .  
A linear transformation T: M,, -~ Mq is said to be hermitian-preserving 
[positive-semidefinite-preserving] iff T(H.) c Hq [T(PSD.) ___ PSD.]. Fur- 
ther, T is said to be completely positive iff 1~ ® T is positive-semi~efinite- 
preserving for all positive integers s, where 1 s ® T: M~(M n) --* Ms(Mq) is 
defined by 1~ ® Z( (A i j ) l< i , j<s)= (T(Aij))I<i,j< s. The cones of 
hermitian-preserving, positive-semidefinite-preserving, and completely posi- 
tive linear transformations will be denoted by ,Z¢~, 7r(PSD), and ~,  
respectively. See [17, p. 6] for lists of characterization theorems for ~ and 
~9,  and [1] for some more basic results on ~ and zr(PSD). 
The concept of a vectorial (vector-valued) norm was introduced by 
Kantorovich [14]. Deutsch [7], Fiedler and Pt~k [11], Robert [19], [20], 
Coimbra [6], and others developed this into a theory of matricial norms, 
mappings M, ~ Mn +, where M, + is the cone of nonnegative matrices of 
order n. Many applications, uch as [10], [12], [16], and [18], followed. Barker 
[2] generalized this idea to a mapping of M, to an arbitrary cone. 
In this paper we further generalize to a matricial (matrix-valued) inner 
product, which we use to obtain a cone-generating result. It leads to a lattice 
of pointed cones of hermitian-preserving linear transformations, results which 
form a major part of this paper. 
II. VECTORIAL AND MATRICIAL INNER PRODUCTS 
Let V be a vector space over the scalar field F, where F = C or F = R, 
let o- be a conjugate-homogeneous reflector on V, and let ~ be a pointed 
cone contained in spec~V. Then a function ((  • ,. ))  : V × V ~ V is said to 
be a vectorial inner product iff the following are satisfied for all x, y, z ~ V 
and a ~ F: 
(i) ( (x ,x ) )  eg  and ( (x ,  x ) )  = 0 only if x = 0. 
(ii) ( (ax  + y, z ) )  = oL(<x, z ) )  + ( (y ,  z) ) .  
(iii) t r ( ( (x ,y ) ) )  = ( (y ,x ) ) .  
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Since [0, oo) is a pointed cone in R and 12 the complex conjugation map is 
a conjugate-homogeneous reflector with speculum R, the definitions above 
specialize to the usual definition of an inner product [13, p 260]. 
THEOREM 2.1 (Basic properties). Let F = 13 or F = R, and let (( • ," ))  
be a vectorial inner product on V with reflector or and pointed cone ~.  Then: 
(i) <(x, 0) )  = <(0, x ) )  = OforaUx ~ V. 
(ii) (<x, ay  + f lz ) )  = "~((x, y ) )  + ~( (x ,  z ) )  foral lx,  y, z ~ V and 
a,B~F.  
(iii) The following are equivalent: 
(a) <<x, y ) )  = ( (x ,  z ) )  for all x ~ V. 
(b) <( y, x ) )  = (<z, x>> for all x ~ V. 
(c) y = z. 
THEOREM 2.2. The set of vectorial inner products on V over 12, together 
with the zero mapping 0 : V × V ~ {0}, is a pointed cone in the real vector 
space of sesquilinear operators on V. 
TrtEOREM 2.3. The function (( .,. ))  defined by < ( A, B ) ) := B*PA + 
AQB*, where P, Q ~ PSD with (at least) one of them positive definite, is a 
vectorial inner product with respect to the reflector or defined by or(A) -'= A* 
and the pointed cone PSD. 
Proof. We observe that ( (A ,  A ) )= A*PA + AQA* ~ PSD by 
Sylvester's theorem, since P, Q E PSD. 
If ((  A, A))  = O, then both summands A*PA and AQA* must be O 
since PSD is pointed. Assuming, without loss of generality, that P is positive 
definite; then for all x ~ C n, 0 = (A'PAx, x) = (PAx, Ax) implies that 
Ax = 0, which yields A = O. 
Next, ( (~A+B,C) )=C*P(~A+B)+(~A+B)QC*  =ot (C*PA+ 
AQC*) + C*PB + BQC* = ~((A ,C) )  + <<B,C)). 
Finally, ( (A ,  B))*  = (B*PA + AQB*)* = A*PB + BQA* = ( (B,  A)) .  
We define a matricial inner product to be any mapping < ( • ,- )) satisfy- 
ing the hypotheses of the preceding theorem. 
The standard way that an inner product induces a norm, viz., Ilxll 
:= ~/(x, x ) ,  naturally generalizes to a function I1" I1: M, ~ M n defined by 
IIAII := ~/((A, A)>, where ~ denotes the unique positive semidefinite 
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square root of a positive semidefinite matrix. This function possesses many 
norm properties, but it lacks a triangle inequality. These properties are 
studied in [23]. 
III. A CONE-GENERATING THEOREM 
Denoting the usual inner product on C n by ( ' , ' ) ,  the following are 
equivalent: (1) (Ax, x) ~ R for all x ~ Cn; (2) (Ax, y) = (x, Ay)  for all 
x ~ Cn; (3) A is hermitian. The function f (x )  := ( Ax, x) is then said to be 
a hermitian form on C n. The matricial inner product naturally gives the 
following generalization. It is used in the major theorem of this section. Also, 
it and related theory form parts of [24]. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let ( ( . , - ) )  be a matricial inner product, and let 
T ~ L(M,) .  The following are equivalent: 
(i) ( (T (A) ,  A ) )  ~ H n for all A ~ M n. 
(ii) ( (T(A),  B ) )  = ((  A ,T (B) ) )  for alI A, S ~ M n. 
THEOREM 3.2 (Cone generator). I f  ((  • ," )) is a matricial inner product 
and if C 1 and C a are cones in M,, then 
K := {T ~ L (M. )  I ( (T (A) ,  A)) ~ C 2 for all A ~ C1} 
is a cone in M,. Further, if C 2 is pointed, then K is also pointed. 
Proof. We observe that W ~ K. Let T, U ~ K and let a ~ [0, oo). Then 
(((o~T + U)(A), A ) )  = ( (aT(A)  + U(A), A))  = a( (T (A) ,  A))  + 
((U(A),  A ) )  ~ aC 2 + C 2 = C 2 for all A ~ C1. Thus, aT+ U~ K, which 
implies that K is a cone. 
Assume that -T ,T  ~ K. Then for all A ~ C1, ( (T (A) ,  A ) )  ~ C 2 and 
(((-T)(A), a))  = - ( (T (A) ,  A ) )  ~ C 2. Assuming C z pointed, 
( (T (A) ,A) )  = O. Now O = ( (T (A  + B), A + B) )  = ( (T (A) ,A) )  + 
( (T(B) ,  S ) )  + ( (T (A) ,  S ) )  + ( (T(B) ,  A) ) .  By part (iii) of the definition 
of vectorial inner product, and by Theorem 3.1, this is O + O + 
( (T (A) ,  S ) )  + ( (T (A) ,  S) )*  = 22/~ ( ( (T (  A), S ) ) ) ,  yielding 
~T,~(((T(A), B)) )  = O. Similarly, S'~(((T(A), B) ) )  = O. Since both parts of 
its Toeplitz (cartesian)decomposition are O, ( (T(A),  B ) )  = O. Specializing 
B = T(A), we have that ( (T(A),  T (A) ) )  = O, which gives us that T(A) = O 
for all A. Hence, T = ~', which implies that K is pointed. • 
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IV. PO INTED CONES IN , ,~  
Specializing C 1 to M n or PSD, C 2 to PSD, and ( (A ,  B ) )  to B*A or 
B*A + AB*, Theorem 3.2 gives us that the following are cones in ,~'~: 
K x := {T ~ '~IA*T(A)  ~ PSDfora l l  A ~ Mn}, 
K 2 := {T~, .~.~IA*T(A  ) + T (A)  A* ~ PSO for all A ~ M,,}, 
K 3 := {T ~Yf~IPT(P)  ~ PSD for all e ~ PSD}, 
/<, .= (T ~xe~l  e~(e)  + ~(e)e  E PSD for all e ~ PSD}. 
A matrix P ~ Hn is said to be (completely positive) if there exist 
ql . . . . .  qk ~ [0,~) n such that (Px, x) = E~=x (qj, x) z for all x ~ •" [5, pp. 
20-21]. Analogously, letting ( (A ,  B ) )  := B'A,  we have that ( (T(H) ,  H) )  
= HT(H)  = H~.~= QjHQ~ = E~-:_ (HQj)(HQj)* = E kj=~ ((Qj, n ) )  2. 
This motivates the following definition: 
K s := {T ~ L (M, )  I there exist Q1 . . . . .  Qk ~ PSD such that 
T (A)  --- Y'~ QjAQj  for all Z ~ M~}. 
By definition, K s is seen to be a pointed cone. 
A matrix P ~ H n is said to be cross-positive with respect to a pointed 
cone C in R n provided that (y ,  z )  = 0 implies that (y ,  Pz) >>, 0 for all 
y ~ C and all z ~ C*. Since PSD is self-dual in the real vector space H,  [4], 
replacing C and C* by PSD and letting ( (A ,  B ) )  := B'A,  we have 
K 6 := {T ~, ,~IQT(P)  ~ PSD for all P, Q ~ PSD}. 
If, instead, we let ( (A ,  B ) )  := B*A + AB*, we have 
K7 := {T ~[pT(e)  + T(P)Q e PSD for all P, Q ~ PSD}. 
Assuming T, U ~ K 6 and a >~ 0, we have Q(aT + U)P = aQT(P)  + 
QU(P) ~ PSD for all P, Q ~ PSD. Thus, K 6 is a cone. Similarly, K r is a 
cone. 
Since PSD is pointed, the cones K:, Kz, K3, and K 4 are pointed by 
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Theorem 3.2. The cones K 6 and K 7 are subcones of the pointed cone K4; 
thus, they are also pointed. Since ~ '~ is a pointed cone [1] and K 5 is a 
subcone of ~ (apply Theorem 1 of [17]), it is also pointed in , ,~9. 
Summarizing, we have 
THEOREM 4.1. The sets' K 1 through K 7 above are pointed cones in ,,T,~. 
We note that K 1 and K 6 may be characterized as 
= {TI there exists a >/0 such that T (A)  = aA for all A ~ Mn} , 
K 6 = {T I there exists oz >~ 0 such that T (A)  = ot(trA) I for all A ~ M,}. 
The containments K 2 G K 4, K 6 c K3, K 7 _ K4 ,  K 1 G K3, K6 G K7, 
K 7 c 7r(PSD), and K 1 ___ K 5 are immediate. 
For all T~K 1 and A ~ M, ,  A*T(  A) ~ PSD. Thus, A*T( A) + 
T (A)A*  = 2 , ,~(A*T(A) )  = 2A*T(A)  ~ PSD; thus, K 1 G K2. 
The cones K 1 through K 7, the cones 7r(PSD)* c_ ~,~ ___ 7r(PSD) (cf. [1, 
Theorem 3]), and the trivial cones {~} and ~Td~ give us a lattice with all 
proper subcones o f , ,~  being pointed. We observe some noninclusions: 
(1) The identity map J~  K 7, since 2f~(PQ) may fail to be in PSD for 
P, Q E PSD. This gives us that K 1 ~ K6, K x ~ K7, K 5 g K 7, and ~ ~ K 7. 
(2) Letting T(A) :=E l lAE11,  P=E n +E12 +E21 +E22, and Q = 
Ell, we have that K 5 ~ K 3 and K 5 ~ K 4. 
V. SOME BASIC RESULTS 
Let K be a pointed cone in the complex or real algebra V [15, p. 121], 
and let ~ , be the partial order on V defined by x ~ y iff y - x ~ K. (The 
dual partial order ~ is defined by x ~ y iff y ~ x.) We immediately have 
THEOREM 5.1. The fol lowing are equivalent: 
(i) K is closed under multiplication. 
(ii) I f  x ~ y and O ~ z, then xz ~ yz and zx ~ zy. 
(iii) I f  0 ~ y ~ x and 0 ~ w ~ z, then yw ~ xz and wy ~ zx. 
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A cone satisfying any of the above is said to be an m-cone. 
THEOREM 5.2. The cones zr(PSD), ~ '~,  K1, K 6 and K 7 are m-cones. 
Proof. It is immediate that 7r(PSD) is closed under composition. 
Let T, U ~ ~.  By [17, Theorem 1], there exist A 1 . . . . .  A~, B 1 . . . . .  
n t E M n such that T(X)  = F.~=~ A?XAj and U(X)  = ~=1 nTxn j for all X 
o s t  * B s M, .Then(T  U)(X)= E 'k  x(BkAj)  X(  kA j ) .Thu ,T°U~'~.  
J ,  = 
Letting T ,U~K 1, there exist a,  f l>~0 such that T(X)= aX and 
U(X)  = ~X,  yielding (T o U) (X)  = a~X;  hence, T o U ~ K 1. 
Since K6, K 7 C zr(PSD), it follows from their definitions that they are 
m-cones. 
THEOREM 5.3. Let ~ be a partial order on a real or complex algebra 
V. The following are equivalent: 
(i) l f  x, y ~ O, 
(ii) I f x ,  y ~ O, 
(iii) I f  x, y ~ O, 
then (x + y)2 ~ x 2 + y2. 
then xy + yx ~ O. 
then x 2 + y2 ~ (x - y)2. 
A partial order (or the pointed cone inducing it) satisfying the above 
conditions is said to be square-superadditive. 
THEOREM 
der ~ . Then 
tion( s ): 
5.4. Let K be a pointed cone in V with induced partial or- 
each of  the following conditions implies the succeeding condi- 
(i) K is m-cone. 
(ii) K is square-superadditive. 
(iii) I f  O ~ y ~ x, then ye ~ x 2. 
(iv) I f  x ~ O, then x 2 ~ O. 
Proof. (i) ~ (ii): Assume K to be closed under multiplication; if x, y 
O, then xy, yx ~ 0; hence xy + yx ~ O. 
( i i )~  (iii): Let 0~y ~x.  Then x -y  ~ 0 and x ~ 0. Assuming K 
square-superadditive, x(x  - y) + (x - y )x  = 2x 2 - xy - yx ~ O. Simi- 
larly, x -y  ~ 0 and y ~ 0 gives us that (x -y )y  +y(x -y )=xy  +yx  
- 2y  2 ~ 0. Thus, 2x z - 2y  2 ~ 0, yielding x z ~ yZ. 
(iii) ~ (iv): Assuming x ~ 0 or x ~ 0 ~ 0, by (iii) we have that x 2 
02=0.  • 
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We further observe that if K is topologically closed, then (iii) = (ii) 
above. The cones K1, 7r(PSD), and ~ are topologically closed. 
Further, for T, U ~2~,  T ~cp U iff T* ~cp U*, 
LEMMA 5.5. Let V be a real or complex algebra containing a pointed 
m-cone K containing the (multiplicative) identity J .  For x, y ~ V with y 
invertible and y ~ O, the following are equivalent: 
( i )  x ~ y. 
(ii) xy- 1 ~ ~. 
(iii) y -  1 x ~ ~. 
Dually, the following are equivalent: 
(i') y ~ x. 
(ii') ~r ~ xy- 1. 
(iii') Dr~ y- ix .  
This immediately gives us 
THEOREM 5.6. For the cones K1, K7, ~'~, and 7r(PSD),/f T, U ~, ,~,  
U ~ •, U is invertible, and U -1 ~ @, then thefoUowing are equivalent: 
( i )  T ~ U. 
( i i)  T o U -1 )~¢.~. 
(iii) U- I o T ~ ,.7. 
Equivalence of the duals of these inequalities also follows immediately. 
The authors wish to thank an anonymous referee for helpful comments on 
the history of the concept of a matricial norm. 
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